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COMMISSION OPINION  
 

 On December 6, 2021, the former chief administrative law judge (“CALJ”), Chief Judge 

Bullock, issued an initial determination (“ID”) finding a violation of section 337 of the Tariff Act 

of 1930, as amended, 19 U.S.C. § 1337 (“section 337”), with respect to asserted claims 1 and 2 

of U.S. Patent No. 10,158,720 (“the ’720 patent”).  On March 8, 2022, the Commission 

determined not to review the final ID’s finding of a violation, thus adopting that finding.  87 

Fed. Reg. 14288-89 (Mar. 14, 2022); 19 C.F.R. § 210.42(h)(2).  The Commission has 

determined to issue a limited exclusion order (“LEO”) directed to infringing cloud-connected 

wood-pellet grills and components thereof of respondent GMG Products LLC (“GMG”) of 

Lakeside, Oregon, and a cease and desist order (“CDO”) directed against GMG.  This opinion 

sets forth the Commission’s reasoning in support of its determinations on remedy, the public 

interest, and bonding during the period of Presidential review based on the record of this 

investigation.   

I. BACKGROUND 
 

The Commission instituted this investigation on January 4, 2021, based on a complaint 

filed on behalf of complainant Traeger Pellet Grills LLC (“Traeger”) of Salt Lake City, Utah.  

86 Fed. Reg. 129-30 (Jan. 4, 2021).  The complaint, as supplemented, alleged violations of 
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section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, 19 U.S.C. 1337, based upon the importation 

into the United States, the sale for importation, and the sale within the United States after 

importation of certain cloud-connected wood-pellet grills and components thereof by reason of 

infringement of, inter alia, certain claims of the ’720 patent and U.S. Patent No. 10,218,833 

(“the ’833 patent”).  The Commission’s notice of investigation named GMG as the sole 

respondent.  The Office of Unfair Import Investigations did not participate in the investigation.   

On July 28, 2021, the former CALJ issued a Markman Order (Order No. 22) construing 

claim limitations in dispute.  On September 9, 2021, the Commission found that Traeger has 

satisfied the economic prong of the domestic industry (“DI”) requirement with respect to the 

’833 and ’720 patents.  See Order No. 26 (Aug. 10, 2021), unreviewed by Comm’n Notice (Sept. 

9, 2021).  On October 28, 2021, the Commission affirmed, with supplemental reasoning, the 

former CALJ’s initial determination granting in part GMG’s motion for summary determination 

of non-infringement of the ’833 patent and terminated that patent from the investigation.  See 

Order No. 28 (Sept. 3, 2021), aff’d, with supplemental reasoning, by Comm’n Notice (Oct. 28, 

2021).   

On December 6, 2021, the former CALJ issued the final ID finding a violation of section 

337 as to claims 1 and 2 of the ’720 patent.  The ID also includes the former CALJ’s 

recommended determination (“RD”), which recommended, should the Commission find a 

violation, the issuance of an LEO directed to GMG’s infringing products and a CDO directed to 

GMG and a requirement to post a bond in the amount of 53.1 percent of the entered value of 

infringing articles imported during the period of Presidential review. 

The Commission received no submissions from the public in response to its Federal 
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Register notice requesting comments on the public interest should the Commission find a 

violation of section 337.  86 Fed. Reg. 70860-61 (Dec. 13, 2021).  Traeger and GMG did not 

submit any public interest comments pursuant to Commission Rule 210.50(a)(4) (19 C.F.R. 

§ 210.50(a)(4)).     

On March 8, 2022, the Commission determined not to review the final ID.  See 87 Fed. 

Reg. 14288-89.  In the same notice, the Commission also requested written submissions from 

the parties, interested government agencies, and other interested persons on the issues of remedy, 

the public interest, and bonding.  Id.     

On March 22, 2022, Traeger1 and GMG2 each filed a brief on remedy, the public 

interest, and bonding.  On March 29, 2022, the parties filed reply briefs.3  The Commission 

received no other submissions.    

As noted above, the Commission previously adopted the final ID’s finding of a violation 

of section 337 as to the ’720 patent.  See 87 Fed. Reg. 14288-89.  For the reasons set forth 

below, the Commission has determined that the appropriate relief is an LEO directed to GMG’s 

infringing products and a CDO directed against GMG.  The Commission has also determined to 

impose a bond in the amount of 53.1 percent of the entered value of the imported infringing 

articles during the period of Presidential review.       

 
1 See Complainant’s Submission on Remedy, Bond, the Public Interest, and Additional 
Requested Information (Mar. 22, 2022) (“Traeger’s Sub.”). 
 
2 See Initial Brief on the Issues of Remedy and Bonding (Mar. 22, 2022) (“GMG’s Sub.”). 
 
3 Complainant’s Reply to GMG’s Submission on Remedy, Bond, and the Public Interest (Mar. 
29, 2022) (“Traeger’s Reply”); Reply Brief on the Issues of Remedy and Bonding (Mar. 29, 
2022) (“GMG’s Reply”). 
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II. REMEDY, THE PUBLIC INTEREST, AND BONDING 
 

A. Remedy  

1. Relevant Law 

The Commission has broad discretion in selecting the form, scope, and extent of the 

remedy in a section 337 proceeding.  Viscofan, S.A. v. U.S. Int’l Trade Comm’n, 787 F.2d 544, 

548 (Fed. Cir. 1986).    

Section 337(d)(1) provides that “[i]f the Commission determines, as a result of an 

investigation under this section, that there is a violation of this section, it shall direct that the 

articles concerned, imported by any person violating the provision of this section, be excluded 

from entry into the United States, unless, after considering the [public interest], it finds that such 

articles should not be excluded from entry.”  19 U.S.C. § 1337(d)(1).   

Section 337(f)(1) provides that in addition to, or in lieu of, the issuance of an exclusion 

order, the Commission may issue a CDO as a remedy for violation of section 337.  See 19 

U.S.C. § 1337(f)(1).  CDOs are generally issued when, with respect to the imported infringing 

products, respondents maintain commercially significant inventories in the United States or have 

significant domestic operations that could undercut the remedy provided by an exclusion order.4  

See, e.g., Certain Table Saws Incorporating Active Injury Mitigation Technology & Components 

 
4 When the presence of infringing domestic inventory or domestic operations is asserted as the 
basis for a CDO under section 337(f)(1), Commissioner Schmidtlein does not adopt the view that 
the inventory or domestic operations needs to be “commercially significant” in order to issue the 
CDO.  See, e.g., Certain Magnetic Tape Cartridges and Components Thereof (“Certain Magnetic 
Tape Cartridges”), Inv. No. 337-TA-1058, Comm’n Op. at 65 n.24 (Apr. 9, 2019) (Public 
Version); Certain Table Saws, Comm’n Op. at 6 n.2 (Feb. 1, 2017).  In Commissioner 
Schmidtlein’s view, the presence of some infringing domestic inventory or domestic operations, 
regardless of its commercial significance, provides a basis to issue a CDO.  Certain Magnetic 
Tape Cartridges, Comm’n Op. at 65 n.24; Certain Table Saws, Comm’n Op. at 6 n.2.  
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Thereof (“Certain Table Saws”), Inv. No. 337-TA-965, Comm’n Op. at 4-6 (Feb. 1, 2017); 

Certain Protective Cases & Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-780, USITC Pub. No. 4405, 

Comm’n Op. at 28 (Nov. 19, 2012) (citing Certain Laser Bar Code Scanners & Scan Engines, 

Components Thereof & Prods. Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-551, Comm’n Op. at 22 (June 

24, 2007)).  Complainants bear the burden on this issue.  “A complainant seeking a cease and 

desist order must demonstrate, based on the record, that this remedy is necessary to address the 

violation found in the investigation so as to not undercut the relief provided by the exclusion 

order.”  Certain Table Saws, Comm’n Op. at 5 (citing Certain Integrated Repeaters, Switches, 

Transceivers, & Prods. Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-435, USITC Pub. No. 3547 (Oct. 

2002), Comm’n Op. at 27 (Aug. 16, 2002); see also H.R. REP. No. 100-40, at 160 (1987)). 

2. The RD 

The RD recommends that, if the Commission finds a violation, it should issue an LEO 

directed to GMG’s infringing products.  RD at 108-09.  The RD also recommends the issuance 

of a CDO because the record supports, as unrebutted by GMG, the presence of a “commercially 

significant” inventory maintained by the respondent.  Id. at 109 (citing CX-840C (Vander Veen 

(Traeger’s Expert) Direct Witness Statement (“DWS)) at Q. 85).     

In its initial post-hearing brief before the CALJ, GMG stated that, in the event the 

Commission issues a CDO, GMG “requests [that] a certification provision and exception for 

warranty service/repair be included.”  GMG’s Initial Post-Hearing Br. (“GIB”) at 98 (Oct. 13, 

2021).  The RD does not address the issue of a warranty service and repair exemption.  See RD 

at 108-09.     
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3. The Parties’ Submissions 

Traeger submits that the Commission should issue an LEO excluding GMG’s infringing 

products from entry into the United States.  Traeger’s Sub. at 1-2.  Traeger also submits that 

issuance of a CDO is warranted here based on the uncontested record showing that GMG 

maintains a commercially significant inventory of infringing products in the United States.  Id. 

(citing CX-840C at Q. 85).  GMG does not oppose the issuance of an LEO or CDO because it 

was found in violation of section 337.  GMG’s Sub. at 2.  The parties disagree whether the 

LEO or CDO should include an exemption for parts used for service and repair.   

Traeger argues before the Commission that, contrary to GMG’s position, the LEO and 

CDO should contain no exemption for service and repair parts because GMG has presented no 

evidence justifying the need for such an exemption.  Traeger’s Reply at 1.  Traeger contends 

that, in past investigations, the Commission has required evidence showing a need for such 

exemptions before granting them.  Id.  Traeger argues that, unlike those past cases, GMG has 

presented no evidence here justifying why such an exemption is necessary, including no record 

evidence of harm to U.S. consumers or adverse effect on other public interest factors that would 

warrant an exemption.5  Id. at 2.  Traeger submits that the only support GMG provides for a 

service and repair exemption is a new declaration by GMG’s co-founder that “describes 

operating conditions encountered by any grill, such as high temperatures and outdoor weather, 

the number of grills GMG sold, and the price range of its grills.”  Id. (citing GMG’s Sub. at Ex. 

A).  Traeger also contends that GMG’s submission omits any evidence of warranty obligations 

 
5 Traeger notes that GMG makes no argument as to public interest factors 2-4, and only 
incorporates its repair parts exemption argument for public interest factor 1.  Traeger’s Reply at 
2 (citing GMG’s Sub. at 9.) 
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or service contracts to repair or supply parts for its grills, and also does not claim that only GMG 

parts may be used to repair its grills, as opposed to third party aftermarket parts.  Id.  Traeger 

further argues that GMG does not include any historical information about the amount of repair 

parts sold or the number of customers who have requested service or repair parts.  Id.   

Traeger contends that, without this necessary factual basis, any alleged harm to 

consumers is entirely speculative and that an exemption based solely on the respondent’s 

speculation, without any justifying evidence, could potentially apply to any consumer product.  

Accordingly, Traeger submits that the Commission should not grant an exemption.  Id. at 3.6   

GMG contends that any LEO or CDO should include an exemption for the importation of 

parts necessary to service or repair GMG grills that U.S. customers have previously purchased 

and possess.  GMG’s Sub. at 2.  GMG submits that its accused grills are for outdoor use and 

therefore are subject to variable weather conditions that result in wear and tear on the grill.  Id. 

(citing Ex. A, Decl. of David Baker (co-founder of GMG) at ¶ 2 (executed Mar. 21, 2022)).  

GMG contends that this is in addition to the regular wear and tear on the grill due to the extreme 

heating and cooling from normal use.  Id. (citing ¶ 3).  GMG further argues that:  

(1) respondent supplies repair parts to its customers and dealers to maintain the integrity of its 

customers’ purchased grills; and (2) because these grills range in price from $399 to $1,139, 

 
6 Traeger also argues (see Traeger’s Reply at 3-4) that a certification provision for the remedial 
orders is not necessary because there are no adjudicated “non-infringing” GMG grills, but the 
Commission generally includes such a provision in its orders, and it is possible that GMG grills 
may be adjudicated as non-infringing in the future.  See, e.g., Certain Light-Emitting Diode 
Products, Fixtures, and Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-1213 (“Certain Light-Emitting 
Diode Products”), Comm’n Op. at 12-13 (Jan. 14, 2022) (customary inclusion of a certification 
provision).  
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GMG’s customers purchase these grills with the expectation that they can be used in rugged 

outdoor conditions and can be serviced with replacement parts to maintain their customers’ 

investment and the safety of the grills.  Id. at 2-3 (citing ¶¶ 5-6). 

GMG submits that the Commission has repeatedly recognized that “it is appropriate to 

exempt parts necessary for service and repair to ensure that innocent consumers who have 

already bought excluded articles can continue to safely and productively use those articles.”  Id. 

at 3.  GMG also contends that a service-and-repair exemption is particularly appropriate where, 

as here, the accused products are pellet grills that combust wood pellets at high temperatures, and 

that the Commission has previously included such an exemption in a remedial order for a similar 

product.  Id. at 3-4 (citing Certain Road Construction Machines & Components Thereof, Inv. 

No. 337-TA-1088 (“Certain Road Construction Machines”), Comm’n Op. at 48 (July 15, 2019); 

Certain Multiple Mode Outdoor Grills & Parts Thereof, Inv. No. 337- TA-895 (“Certain 

Multiple Mode Outdoor Grills”), Comm’n Op. at 14, 57-58 (Feb. 20, 2015) (other citations 

omitted).  

Finally, GMG argues that unrepairable damage from ordinary use of a GMG grill may 

render it useless and that its customers “should not be required to spend hundreds of dollars on a 

new grill simply because an igniter fails.”  Id. at 4 (citing Certain Road Construction Machines, 

at 49 (exempting services and repair parts given showing of “the harm that would befall these 

consumers without access to parts for repairs”)).  GMG submits that an exemption for service 

and repair “would lessen the effect of an LEO on the more than a quarter million customers for 
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GMG WiFi grills.”  Id. (citing Ex. A, Baker Decl. at ¶ 2).7  GMG did not address this issue 

further in its reply submission. 

4. Analysis 

The Commission has determined to issue an LEO (with the standard certification 

provision) directed to GMG’s unlicensed importation of infringing cloud-connected wood-pellet 

grills and components thereof (“the covered products”), and a CDO directed against GMG.  The 

Commission has determined not to include any service and repair exemption regarding 

replacement parts for previously imported grills in the LEO or CDO.   

a. LEO 

Section 337(d)(1)directs the Commission, subject to consideration of the public interest, 

to issue an LEO if it “determines, as a result of an investigation under this section, that there is a 

violation of this section[.]”  19 U.S.C. § 1337(d)(1).  The Commission previously adopted the 

ID’s finding of a violation of section 337 as to the ’720 patent with respect to GMG’s infringing 

cloud-connected wood-pellet grills and components thereof.  See 87 Fed. Reg. at 14288-89.  In 

accordance with section 337(d)(1) and having considered the public interest (see section II.B. 

below), the Commission has determined to issue an LEO directed to GMG’s unlicensed 

importation of such articles.     

 
7 GMG also argues for a standard certification provision for any remedial order that is issued.  
GMG’s Sub. at 4-5.  GMG, however, mistakenly equates a certification provision, which is used 
to certify that imported products are non-infringing, as properly determined by either the 
Commission or U.S. Customs and Border Protection (“CBP”), with its previous argument for a 
service and repair exemption.  Id.  Accordingly, because the Commission’s LEOs routinely 
include the standard certification provision, the Commission treats this second argument as 
superfluous to GMG’s argument for a service and repair exemption.   
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b. CDO 

Section 337(f)(1) provides that in addition to, or in lieu of, the issuance of an exclusion 

order, the Commission may issue a CDO as a remedy for violation of section 337.  See 19 

U.S.C. § 1337(f)(1).   

Under Commission precedent, “[c]ease and desist orders are generally issued when, with 

respect to the imported infringing products, respondents maintain commercially significant 

inventories in the United States or have significant domestic operations that could undercut the 

remedy provided by an exclusion order.”  Certain Air Mattress Systems, Components Thereof, 

and Methods of Using the Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-971, Comm’n Op. at 49 (May 17, 2017) 

(citations and footnote omitted).  

The Commission has determined to issue a CDO directed against GMG because we 

concur with the RD that the record shows the presence of a “commercially significant” inventory 

maintained in the United States by respondent.8  RD at 109 (citing CX-840C (Vander Veen 

DWS at Q. 85)).  GMG has not disputed the existence of such an inventory, nor does it argue 

against issuance of a CDO.   

c. Certification Provision 

The Commission has determined that the LEO and CDO shall include the standard 

certification provision as typically requested by CBP.  As the Commission has previously held, 

“[t]he standard certification ‘does not apply to redesigns that have not been adjudicated as non-

 
8 See supra note 4 (indicating that, in Commissioner Schmidtlein’s view, the presence of some 
infringing domestic inventory or domestic operations, regardless of its commercial significance, 
provides a basis to issue a CDO.  Certain Magnetic Tape Cartridges, Comm’n Op. at 65 n.24; 
Certain Table Saws, Comm’n Op. at 6 n.2).  Accordingly, on this record, Commissioner 
Schmidtlein agrees with the Commission’s determination to issue a CDO directed against GMG. 
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infringing.’”  See Certain Automated Teller Machines, ATM Modules, Components Thereof and 

Products Containing the Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-972, Comm’n Op. at 26-27 (June 12, 2017) 

(quoting Certain Marine Sonar Imaging Devices, Including Downscan & Sidescan Devices, 

Prods. Containing the Same, & Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-921, Comm’n Op., 2016 

WL 10987364, *53 (Jan. 6, 2016)).  Should the Commission or CBP later determine that an 

article presented for adjudication does not infringe, the certification provision can operate to 

exempt those articles.   

d. Service and Repair Exemption 

The Commission has determined not to include a service and repair exemption, allowing 

importation of replacement parts, in the remedial orders.9, 10  GMG has not presented any record 

 
9 The Commission clarifies that the legal authority for this exemption is Section 337(d) which 
provides that if the Commission finds a violation, “it shall direct that the articles concerned . . . 
be excluded . . . unless, after considering . . . [the public interest factors], it finds that such 
articles should not be excluded from entry.”  The statute thus requires that any exemption to the 
remedial orders for otherwise infringing products be evaluated under the relevant public interest 
factor(s).  While the Commission has often discussed requests for service and warranty 
exemptions separate from its public interest analysis, the discretion to set the scope of remedial 
orders based on the record in a particular investigation—as applied to requests for service and 
warranty exemptions—must be exercised as part of the Commission’s evaluation of the public 
interest.   
 
10 Chair Kearns and Commissioner Karpel observe that the Commission has repeatedly indicated 
that it has granted warranty and repair exemptions “when unopposed, in view of the public 
interest, or upon some showing of a need for service and repair.” See, e.g., Certain Robotic 
Vacuum Cleaning Devices and Components Thereof Such as Spare Parts, Inv. No. 337-TA-
1057, Comm’n Op. at 58-59 and nn.25-27 (Feb. 1, 2019) (collecting cases); Certain Variable 
Speed Wind Turbine Generators and Components Thereof, 337-TA-1218, Comm’n Op. at 24, 
33-49 (Jan. 18, 2022); Certain Audio Players and Controllers, Components Thereof, and 
Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-1191, Comm’n Op. at 25-26 (Feb. 1, 2022). 
Further, they observe that while the Commission has granted warranty and repair or similar 
exemptions on public interest grounds, the Commission has also granted warranty and repair or 
similar exemptions without reliance on public interest considerations. See, e.g., Certain 
Motorized Vehicles and Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-1132, Comm’n Op. at 34 (June 
11, 2020) (citing Certain Automated Teller Machines, ATM Modules, Components Thereof, & 
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evidence of any customer warranty provision or service contracts for its grills or other evidence 

of customer repair services, including no evidence of previous warranty service imports or 

customer benefit from replacement parts.  GMG further offers no evidence that infringing parts 

are required to repair any of its grills or that consumers have no alternative sources for 

replacement parts that are necessary to repair their grills other than infringing component parts.  

The only factual support GMG offers before the Commission is a one-page declaration (executed 

on the same date that the remedy submission to the Commission was filed), the contents of 

which are summarized above.     

GMG cites to a number of Commission cases to support its request for an exemption, but 

none granted a service and repair exemption in a remedial order without the supporting 

evidentiary basis (e.g., evidence of a warranty, customer testimonial evidence, etc.).  As 

 
Prods. Containing the Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-972, Comm’n Op., 2017 WL 11198798, *16 
(June 12, 2017)); Certain Digital Video Receivers and Related Hardware and Software 
Components, Inv. No. 337-TA-1103, Comm’n Op. at 24 (Apr. 23, 2020); Certain Sortation 
Systems, Parts Thereof, and Prods. Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-460, Comm’n Op. at 18-
19 (Feb. 19, 2003). In addressing the Commission’s remedial authority, the Commission’s 
reviewing court has stated that “the Commission has broad discretion in selecting the form, 
scope and extent of the remedy.” See Viscofan, S.A. v. USITC, 787 F.2d 544, 548 (Fed. Cir. 
1986) (citing Canadian Tarpoly Co. v. USITC, 640 F.2d 1322, 1326 (CCPA 1981); Sealed Air 
Corp. v. USITC, 645 F.2d 976, 989 (CCPA 1981); Jacob Siegel Co. v. Federal Trade Comm’n, 
327 U.S. 608, 611-13 (1946)).  Consistent with this precedent, the Commission’s Administrative 
Law Judges regularly admit and consider evidence and argument concerning warranty and repair 
issues in making their recommended remedy determinations, regardless of whether the 
Commission has delegated public interest in the investigation. Particularly in view of 
longstanding Commission precedent on this issue and the Court’s expression of the 
Commission’s broad remedial authority, Chair Kearns and Commissioner Karpel do not join 
footnote 9 and are of the view that a decision to limit the Commission’s authority with respect to 
its choice of remedial relief would require a fulsome evaluation of the relevant statutory 
language governing the issuance of LEOs and CDOs in the context of the statutory framework, 
Congressional intent as to the nature and extent of the Commission’s remedial authority in the 
legislative history, and judicial precedent concerning the Commission’s remedial authority.  
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explained more fully below, GMG provides no record evidence of harm to U.S. consumers to 

justify the service and repair exemption.  See, e.g., Certain Road Construction Machines, at 48 

n.50 (“[The Commission] places great value on having a fulsome evidentiary record to inform its 

analysis [of whether to include a service and repair exemption.]”) (emphasis added); Certain 

Robotic Vacuum Cleaning Devices and Components Thereof such as Spare Parts, Inv. No. 337-

TA-1057, Comm’n Op. at 58 (Feb. 1, 2019) (“[T]here is no record evidence, much less 

argument, of harm to U.S. consumers or adverse effect on other public interest factors to warrant 

an exemption.”).  The Commission finds that the circumstances here are distinguished from 

Certain Multiple Mode Outdoor Grills because in that case respondents’ imported infringing 

products (dual-mode grills) were a small percentage of their largely non-infringing imported 

products (single-mode grills) and replacement parts were largely the same for both.  See Certain 

Multiple Mode Outdoor Grills, at 56-58.      

Accordingly, as discussed above, the Commission has determined to issue an LEO and 

CDO, both containing the standard certification provision.  The Commission declines to include 

the requested exemption for service and repair in the LEO and CDO, as GMG has failed to 

provide the evidentiary record needed to substantiate its request. 

B. Public Interest11 
 

1. Relevant Law 

Section 337 requires the Commission, upon finding a violation of section 337, to issue an 

LEO “unless, after considering the effect of such exclusion upon the public health and welfare, 

 
11 The Commission did not ask the former CALJ to make any findings concerning the public 
interest. 
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competitive conditions in the United States economy, the production of like or directly 

competitive articles in the United States, and United States consumers, it finds that such articles 

should not be excluded from entry.” 19 U.S.C. § 1337(d)(l).  Similarly, the Commission must 

consider these public interest factors before issuing a CDO.  19 U.S.C. § 1337(f)(1).     

2. The Parties’ Submissions 

Traeger submits that issuance of an LEO and CDO is not contrary to the public interest 

because none of the four statutory public interest factors weigh against these requested remedial 

orders.  Traeger’s Sub. at 4.  GMG’s public interest discussion is limited to its previous 

argument regarding a service and repair exemption in the context of the first statutory public 

interest factor (public health and welfare).  GMG’s Sub. at 9.   

a. Public Health and Welfare 

Traeger submits that there is no record evidence that public health and welfare 

considerations weigh against the requested remedial orders.  Traeger’s Sub. at 5.  Traeger 

contends that GMG’s infringing grills are consumer goods of the type the Commission has 

consistently found do not present public health, safety, or welfare concerns.  Id. (citing, e.g., 

Certain Multiple Mode Outdoor Grills, at 60; Certain Compact Multipurpose Tools, Inv. No. 

337-TA-416, Comm’n General Exclusion Order and Termination of Investigation at 6 (Aug. 30, 

1999)).  As noted above, GMG merely incorporates by reference its position as to its requested 

exemption for service and repair.  GMG’s Sub. at 9.  
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b. Competitive Conditions in the U.S. Economy and the 
Production of Like or Directly Competitive Articles in the 
United States 

 
Traeger submits that there is no record evidence that the requested remedial orders would 

affect competitive conditions in the U.S. economy or affect the production of like or directly 

competitive articles in the United States.  Traeger’s Sub. at 5.    

First, Traeger contends that the requested relief would not significantly impact the overall 

market for wood-pellet grills in the United States because all infringing grills are manufactured 

overseas.  Id. (citing Parties’ Importation Stipulation (May 27, 2021)).  Traeger submits that the 

Commission has previously explained that the consideration of the production of like or directly 

competitive articles does not weigh against issuance of a remedy when substitute products are 

available and the accused products are manufactured overseas.  Id. (citing Certain Digital 

Televisions & Certain Prod. Containing Same & Methods of Using Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-617, 

Comm’n Op. at 15 (Apr. 23, 2009)).  Traeger further argues that “[t]he home outdoor grilling 

market is a diverse field of participants offering products that directly compete with GMG’s 

infringing grills.”  Id. at 5-6 (citing CX-840C at Q. 23 (“there are a multitude of brands in [the 

wood-pellet grill] industry”)).  Traeger also submits that the protection of intellectual property 

rights aids the U.S. economy, and that the Commission has long recognized that there is a strong 

interest in the enforcement of patents.  Traeger’s Sub. at 6. 

c. U.S. Consumers 
 

Traeger submits that there is no record evidence that the requested remedial orders would 

harm U.S. consumers.  Id.  Traeger argues that no public interest concerns exist where, as here, 

“the market contains an adequate supply of competitive or substitute products for those subject to 
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a remedial order.”  Id. (citing, e.g., Certain Lens-Fitted Film Packages, Inv. No. 337-TA-406, 

Comm’n Op. at 18 (Jun. 28, 1999)).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

3. Analysis 

The Commission has determined that, based on the evidence presented, the public interest 

factors do not preclude issuance of a remedy.  GMG’s public interest concerns solely relate to 

its argument for a service and repair exemption.   

a. Public Health and Welfare 

The covered products are certain cloud-connected wood-pellet grills and components 

thereof imported, sold for importation, or sold in the United States after importation by GMG 

that infringe one or more claims of the ʼ720 patent.  There is no evidence or argument that 

excluding the infringing products would adversely affect the public health and welfare, and the 

Commission agrees with Traeger that there would be no such adverse effect.   

b. Competitive Conditions in the United States and the 
Production of Like or Directly Competitive Articles in the 
United States 

 
The Commission finds, and GMG does not dispute, that there are numerous suppliers of 

similar cloud-connected wood-pellet grills and components thereof.  See Traeger’s Sub. at 5-6 
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(citing CX-840C at Q. 23 (“there are a multitude of brands in [the wood-pellet grill] industry”)).  

GMG itself admits that its sales represent a small percentage of the WiFi grill market as 

compared to Traeger and other competitors.  See RX-316C at Q. 6.  There is no evidence that 

an exclusion order would result in an adverse impact to the domestic production of grills that are 

like or directly competitive with the grills at issue here.  Thus, the Commission finds that 

issuing the remedial orders will not adversely impact competitive conditions, or the production 

of like or directly competitive articles, in the United States. 

c. United States Consumers 
 

The Commission finds, and GMG does not deny, that there are numerous suppliers of 

cloud-connected wood-pellet grills and components thereof.  See Traeger’s Sub. at 5-6 (citing 

CX-840C at Q. 23).  There is no evidence in the record that suggests a shortage would be likely 

if GMG’s infringing products were no longer available.  Id.; see also RX-316C at Q. 6.   

GMG raises the issue that consumers may be harmed by the absence of an exemption 

from the orders for replacement parts for grills that have been sold and are in the hands of 

consumers.  GMG, relying upon the declaration of its co-founder David Baker, states that GMG 

supplies repair parts to its customers and dealers to maintain the integrity of its customers’ 

purchased grills; and that because these grills range in price from $399 to $1,139, GMG’s 

customers purchase these grills with the expectation that they can be used in rugged outdoor 

conditions and can be serviced with replacement parts to maintain their customers’ investment 

and the safety of the grills.  GMG’s Sub. at 2-3 (citing Baker Decl. ¶¶ 5-6).  While we 

acknowledge that there may be some instances in which parts would be needed for repair, we 

have no information in the record to conclude that the only replacement parts that would be 
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suitable for such repair needs are infringing parts sold by GMG.  GMG provides information 

through its declarant as to the price ranges for its products, but does not supply any information 

as to, for example, the frequency of repairs, the projected volume of replacement parts necessary 

for repairs, or whether alternative sources could provide replacement parts.  The Commission 

agrees with Traeger that, without such facts, any alleged harm to consumers is entirely 

speculative.  See Traeger’s Reply at 2-3 (citing Certain Optoelectronic Devices for Fiber Optic 

Communications, Components Thereof, and Products Containing the Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-

860, Comm’n Op. at 32-33 (May 9, 2014) (denying request for exemption due to lack of 

evidence after “acknowledg[ing] the concerns raised by Respondents that there exists the 

possibility that one or more customers may potentially” be disadvantaged)).   

Accordingly, there is no indication in the record that exclusion of the covered products 

will adversely impact U.S. consumers, who will be able to purchase other competitive products 

from these and other providers.   

Thus, the Commission finds that issuance of an LEO and CDO will not adversely impact 

U.S. consumers.   

C. Bonding 
 

1. Relevant Law 

If the Commission enters an exclusion order or a cease and desist order, a respondent 

may continue to import and sell its products during the 60-day period of Presidential review 

under a bond in an amount determined by the Commission to be “sufficient to protect the 

complainant from any injury.”  19 U.S.C. § 1337(j)(3); see also 19 C.F.R. § 210.50(a)(3).  

When reliable price information is available in the record, the Commission has often set the bond 

in an amount that would eliminate the price differential between the domestic product and the 
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imported, infringing product.  See Certain Microsphere Adhesives, Processes for Making Same, 

& Prods. Containing Same, Including Self-stick Repositionable Notes, Inv. No. 337-TA-366, 

USITC Pub. No. 2949, Comm’n Op. at 24 (Jan. 16, 1996).  The Commission also has used a 

reasonable royalty rate to set the bond amount where a reasonable royalty rate could be 

ascertained from the evidence in the record.  See, e.g., Certain Audio Digital-to-Analog 

Converters & Prods. Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-499, Comm’n Op. at 25 (Mar. 3, 2005).  

Where the record establishes that the calculation of a price differential is impractical and there is 

insufficient evidence in the record to determine a reasonable royalty, the Commission has 

imposed a 100 percent bond.  See, e.g., Certain Liquid Crystal Display Modules, Prods. 

Containing Same, & Methods Using the Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-634, Comm’n Op. at 6-7 (Nov. 

24, 2009).  Even then, however, the complainant bears the burden of establishing the need for a 

bond.  Certain Rubber Antidegradants, Components Thereof & Prods. Containing Same, Inv. 

No. 337-TA-533, USITC Pub. No. 3975, Comm’n Op. at 40 (July 21, 2006). 

2. The RD 

Before the former CALJ, Traeger requested a bond of 53.1 percent of the entered value of 

the infringing products based on an analysis performed by its expert, Dr. Thomas D. Vander 

Veen, using a weighted average of the actual selling prices for all accused products and 

Traeger’s DI products sold in 2020.  RD at 110 (citing CX-840C at Q. 90).  GMG argued that 

Dr. Vander Veen’s analysis was unreliable because it failed to directly compare products with 

similar features.  Id. (citing GIB at 98-99).  GMG also argued that Traeger and respondent sell 

their products through different channels, with GMG selling only through dealers such as 

independent hardware stores, and Traeger selling direct-to-consumer and through big box retail 

stores.  Id. at 110-11 (citing GMG’s Post-Hearing Reply Br. at 50 (Oct. 21, 2021)). 
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The RD, after considering the parties’ arguments, finds that Dr. Vander Veen’s analysis 

represents a reliable estimate of the price differential between GMG’s accused products and 

Traeger’s DI products.  Id. at 111.  The RD finds that although it may have been possible to 

compute a more precise price differential between these products, there is no such analysis in the 

record.12  Id.  Accordingly, the RD recommends a bond that is 53.1 percent of the entered value 

of GMG’s infringing products during the period of Presidential review.  Id.   

3. The Parties’ Submissions 

Traeger reiterates its arguments before the former CALJ—namely, that the analysis of its 

expert, Dr. Vander Veen, using a weighted average of the actual selling prices for all accused 

products and Traeger’s DI products sold in 2020 accurately results in a 53.1 percent bond 

amount .  Traeger’s Sub. at 3 (citing CX-840C at Q. 90; 

CX-853C.0020-21).  Traeger notes that the RD agrees that Dr. Vander Veen’s analysis is 

reliable and therefore contends that there is no reason to disrupt that finding.  Id. (citing RD at 

111).    

Traeger contends that, in contrast, GMG proposed either no bond or a product-specific 

bond “based on certain cherry-picked price differences between Traeger and GMG products, 

  Id. (citing GIB at 99-100).  Traeger submits that GMG’s 

analysis is unreliable because it is “based only on the stated retail prices obtained from websites 

for certain grills selected by GMG and ignores the actual sales price data produced by Traeger 

and GMG.”  Id. (emphasis in original).  Traeger argues that GMG cherry picks a few grills and 

 
12 The RD also finds that GMG’s exhibit RX-335C (the witness statement of its expert, Mr. 
Vincent Thomas) is not in evidence because it was expressly identified as “Withdrawn” by GMG 
in its Post-Hearing Exhibit List.  RD at 111 n.24.   
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a few favorable advertised prices for those grills and compares them to Traeger’s prices in order 

to artificially lower its price difference calculation and, therefore, its bond amount.  Id. at 3-4 

(citing GIB at 99, compare CX-333, using $699 from a website for the price of GMG’s Daniel 

Boone Prime WiFi Grill, with JX-128C, GMG’s own historical sales document  

.   

Traeger further submits that GMG does not account for all of its grills and does not use 

the actual sales prices for any of the grills it relies upon.  Id. at 4 (citing, e.g., JX-128C (Jim 

Bowie Prime WiFi Grill ($899 on website, ))).  Traeger 

contends that, in contrast, Dr. Vander Veen’s analysis correctly used the average prices for all of 

GMG’s sales in 2020 from JX-128C, which is used in his calculations for setting a 53.1 percent 

bond amount.  Id. (citing CX-840C at QQ. 88, 90; CX-853C.0020-22).   

Based on the foregoing, Traeger requests that the Commission impose a bond of 53.1 

percent of the entered value of GMG’s infringing products during the period of Presidential 

review.  Id.  

GMG’s bond argument relies exclusively on exhibit RX-335C, which the RD finds is not 

in evidence.  See GMG’s Sub. at 5-9; GMG’s Reply at 1-6.  The Commission previously 

determined not to review this finding.  See 87 Fed. Reg. at 14288-89.    

4. Analysis 

The Commission has determined to impose a bond in the amount of 53.1 percent of the 

entered value of the covered products during the period of Presidential review based on the 

evidence of the price differential between the domestic product and the imported, infringing 

product.  Specifically, the Commission finds that Traeger’s expert, Dr. Vander Veen, presented 

a reliable analysis—namely, using a weighted average of the actual selling prices for all accused 
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products and Traeger’s DI products sold in 2020 accurately—to calculate the 53.1 percent bond 

amount.  See, e.g., JX-128C; CX-840C at QQ. 88, 90; CX-853C.0020-22.  GMG’s argument in 

opposition is unsupported because it relies solely on an exhibit that the former CALJ found 

withdrawn and therefore not part of the evidentiary record; the Commission determined not to 

review that finding.  See RD at 111 n.24; 87 Fed. Reg. 14288-89.     

Accordingly, the Commission adopts the RD’s recommendation that a 53.1 percent bond 

is appropriate to protect Traeger during the period of Presidential review.  See 19 U.S.C. § 

1337(j) (providing for entry of infringing articles during the sixty (60) day period of Presidential 

review upon payment of a bond and stating that the bond is to be set at a level “sufficient to 

protect the complainant from any injury.”).     

III. CONCLUSION 
 

 For the reasons set forth herein, in view of the Commission’s previous determination that 

there has been a violation of section 337, the Commission determines that the appropriate 

remedy is:  (1) an LEO prohibiting GMG’s unlicensed importation of cloud-connected wood-

pellet grills and components thereof that infringe one or more of claims 1-2 of the ’720 patent 

and (2) a CDO directed against GMG.  The Commission further determines that the public 

interest does not preclude that remedy, and that the bond during the period of Presidential review 

is set at 53.1 percent of the entered value of the covered products.     
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 By Order of the Commission. 

                                             

      Lisa R. Barton 
      Secretary to the Commission 
Issued:  May 24, 2022   

        




